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THE ARAMAIC OF THE ZOHAR

These course handouts are also the first draft of a textbook. 
As you read them or work through them, please let the author know of any mistakes, anything
that doesn’t work well for you in your language study, and any suggestions for improvements!

_____________________________________________________________________________

INTRODUCTION

Purpose of this Course

The purpose of this course is to give you a reading knowledge of the Aramaic language of the
Zohar. By the end of the course you should be able to read passages of the Zohar in the original,
if not without the help of a translation, then at least without depending on the translation blindly.

The particular dialect of Aramaic used in the Zohar does not exist as a spoken language and
perhaps never did, and we are aiming for a reading knowledge only. This means that you will be
spared many of the typical challenges of language study, such as mastering correct pronunciation
or being able to express yourself in conversation. This, and the fact that the Zohar’s core
vocabulary is quite small, should make this easy as language courses go. 

Nevertheless, just as with any language study, you’ll want to immerse yourself in the language as
much as possible, working hard and, most importantly, steadily, in order to achieve fluency — in
this case the ability to read the Zohar fluently. 

Background

The Zohar, which first began to circulate in manuscript in late thirteenth-century Spain, is the
central text of Kabbalah, a largely esoteric but very influential tradition which encompasses
distinct approaches to theology, spiritual practice, etc. The Zohar is a highly imaginative and
imagistic work and often hard to understand—but its language is fairly simple, with a small
vocabulary.

Aramaic is a Near Eastern language which was the lingua franca of the ancient Near East for
many centuries. It is classified as a Semitic language, closely related to Hebrew and Arabic.
Major portions of the books of Daniel and Ezra, in the Bible, are in Aramaic. It was also the
spoken language of Jesus, and of many other Jews in the Land of Israel and Babylonia until the
Arab conquest of these lands early in the 7th century CE. As a result, the many volumes of the
Babylonian Talmud, arguably the most important of all Jewish sacred texts, are primarily in
Aramaic. So are parts of Jewish liturgy, including the Kaddish, a prayer repeated a number of
times during each traditional service, and recited by mourners. Aramaic also became a literary
language among medieval Jews, especially in magical and mystical texts. The dialect of Aramaic
known as Syriac, primarily used by Christians, has a large literature of its own, and various kinds
of Aramaic are spoken to this day among small groups of Near Eastern people.
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What To Expect

The Approach Taken in this Course

Aramaic, Hebrew and other Semitic languages are often taught with lots of grammatical detail.
This is useful information and you may want to learn it later, but, at the risk of driving linguists
crazy, this course will leave out many technical details in the hope of allowing you to start
reading the Zohar as soon as possible 

I find reading texts alongside translations to be a good way to learn a language. This doesn’t
work for everyone, but we’ll make it available whenever possible. To begin with, of course, the
English translations of Zohar passages may not give you enough information to match Aramaic
words with their English equivalents, just to know the gist of what you’re reading.

Differences Between Aramaic and English

There are several important differences between reading Aramaic and reading English:

Most obviously, the vocabulary is different; you will have to learn a lot of new words. 
(There are some lovely exceptions. For example, for some reason the Aramaic word ez has the
same pronunciation and meaning as the English word “too”.)

The alphabet is different from the English one in several ways:
— Aramaic letters look quite different from English ones.
— There are 22 Aramaic letters, compared to 26 in English.
— Many Aramaic letters correspond to English letters, in that they are pronounced similarly
and/or have a historical connection. For example, the letter a makes a B sound and is the second
letter of the alphabet, just like B in English. A few, however, have no English equivalent.
— There is no distinction between capital letters and “small” (lower-case) letters in Aramaic. A
few letters, however, have a different shape when they come at the end of a word.

3) The English alphabet has five vowel letters, A, E, I, O, and U; one letter, Y, which is both a
vowel and a consonant; and 20 consonants. In Aramaic, all the letters are primarily consonants.
Vowels are mostly indicated with dots and other small symbols, which are often left out. A few
letters do double duty like the English Y: besides being consonants, they can also indicate
vowels, like the e in the word ez.

4) As you can tell from the above example, Aramaic is always read from right to left, .siht ekil
A book in Aramaic is written “backwards” compared to English writing. Please keep this in
mind, since reading Aramaic in the same direction as English would lead to total confusion.

5) There are important structural differences between English and Aramaic in things like word
order, and especially in how words are formed. Aramaic words are mostly formed from “roots”,
usually sequences of three letters which can become verb forms, nouns, etc. depending on
vowels, prefixes and suffixes. This will be explained more in Part III.

1)

2)
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Transliterations

This book will sometimes transliterate Aramaic words and sounds into English letters. Since the
phonetics of English are notoriously inconsistent (for example, why isn’t “phonetics” written
“foenetticks”?) we will assign specific pronunciations to the English letters.  Please either
memorize the following information or keep it handy as you move on into the lessons. 

1) Our transliterations are linked to the simple pronunciation of Aramaic which we will
recommend in this course. Details and alternatives will be discussed in chapter 2.

2) Transliterated sounds and words will be written in capitals (or “SMALL CAPS”). (Exception: in
a few pairs of letters, the second one will be lower-case: Kh, Ph, Sh, Ts. This is to show you that
the second letter is part of the pair and does not represent a separate sound.)

3) Most of the consonants should be pronounced as they normally are in English. In some cases
this will mean that you won’t sound quite like a native Aramaic speaker, but since there are no
native speakers of the Aramaic of the Zohar, that won’t matter a bit. 

Keep in mind the following special rules:

— G is always a “hard” G, as in “good”.
— H is pronounced as usual in English. As in English, it is silent at the end of a word (“ah”.)
— H represents the sound of “ch” in German “ach” or Hebrew “challah” or “Chanukah”.
— The letter pair Kh represents the same sound as H, but a different Aramaic letter.
— Ph is pronounced like “f”, as usual in English. Our transliterations will use only Ph, not F.
— Q is pronounced like K, as in “unique”; K and Q represent different Aramaic letters.
— R should be pronounced as some kind of rolled or trilled R, if you can do it.
— S is always S as in “sun”, not S as in “as”.
— The letter pair “Sh” represents the regular English “sh” sound, as in “English”.
— The letter pair Ts represents the sound of “ts” in “tsunami” or “cats”.

4) The vowel letters A, E, I, O and U should not be pronounced in their usual English ways.
Rather, they should be pronounced in a “European” way, as in German or Italian, except that our
recommended system of pronunciation makes no distinction between long and short vowels.

To be specific:
— A like either “a” in “mama” 
— E like either “e” in the French pronunciation of “Québec”. At the end of a word, we will
sometimes write this É, only to remind you that it is pronounced, not silent.
— I as in French “vive” or English “live”; 
— O almost like a long “o” in English “vote” but not as stretched out
— U like a long or short English “oo”.

There are a few diphtongs (combined vowels) which will be introduced later (page 33). 

5) We’ll use an apostrophe ’ to represent shwa, an indistinct vowel sound like “e” in French “le”.
(You could also think of the sound of someone stuttering:  b’b’b’b’b’baby...) A hyphen - will
sometimes indicate a glottal stop; this is like the hyphen in “uh-oh!” and will be discussed later.
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PART I: THE MECHANICS OF READING

This first part of the course is foundational. The assumption is that you have not
previously learned to read (sound out) Aramaic or Hebrew. If you have, you can skim (but not
skip) this part. 

The next 40 pages may look long, but many pages are filled by charts and exercises, so
it’s not as long as it looks. (Page 43 is your one piece of homework for this part, and pages 44-59
contain answers to the exercises.) Please complete the readings and exercises, and commit the
information to memory, during the first week of the course. Let me know if this is not realistic.

Chapter One: Aramaic Letters

Since we’ll be learning Aramaic as a written language, our starting point is visual, with the
alphabet, rather than aural. Chapter 1 will mostly present the alphabet visually, leaving details of
pronunciation for Chapter 2. Everyone learns differently; if you find that learning the alphabet
this way doesn’t work for you, feel free to skim Chapter 1 and focus on Chapter 2.

The Look of the Letters

The same alphabet can be written in quite a number of ways. The shapes of some
English letters are quite different in handwriting than in print, for example. The
Syriac dialects of Aramaic, used mainly by Christians, are written in Syriac script, which looks
somewhat like Arabic writing. Jewish Aramaic is written in what are known today as Hebrew
letters — which are actually ancient Aramaic letters; ancient Jews began using Aramaic script to
write Hebrew, and have never stopped.

There are various ways of forming these Aramaic/Hebrew letters, some of which are
recognizable variations of each other, like different typefaces (Times New Roman or Courier),
while others almost amount to completely different scripts. 

Here is the Aramaic/Hebrew alphabet in three variations of standard printing, followed
by three more distinct styles: Torah script, used in sacred scrolls; Rashi script, based on Sephardi
(Spanish) Jewish handwriting and used in print for commentaries; and modern Israeli
handwriting, based on Ashkenazi (German/Eastern European) traditions. This is just a first look
at the alphabet. You aren’t expected to learn to read it yet, but do try looking at it from right to
left, “backwards” from an English-reading perspective, because that is how Aramaic is written.

z y x w v t r q p n l k  i h g f  e  d  c b  a `
 z y  x  w  v t r q p n  l k   i h g f  e  d  c  b   a `
 z  y x w  v t r  q p n l k  i h g f e  d  c b   a `
z y x w v t r q p n l k  i h g f e d c b  a `
z y x w  v  t  r q p n l  k   i h g  f  e  d c  b  a `
z y x w v t r q p n l k  i h g f  e d c b a ` 
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In this course, the focus will be on learning to read the Zohar in various forms of standard
print, which is how you are most likely to encounter it. 

You may find it useful to learn handwriting as well for your own note-taking. This is not
required, though; you may just copy printed letters in whatever way works for you.

The Names of the Letters

Here is the Aramaic alphabet with the names of the letters. (The names are transliterated
based on the system explained in detail on page 3, in the Introduction.) You’ll need to memorize
the names, order, and appearance of the letters; you may want to make yourself flash cards or
other memory aids to help. The next section has some suggestions for using the order of the
English alphabet to help you memorize this one.

As for pronunciation: At this stage assume that each letter makes the sound of the
beginning of its name: Bet = B, Shin = Sh, etc. More details will be filled in later. 

Order Name of Aramaic letter
(When there are alternate
names, this book will use
the first form from here on,
but you have a choice.)

Shape of letter 
in three different typefaces

Practice looking at them
from right to left

Handwriting (you have the
option of learning these
shapes for your own use)

1 ALEPh (OR ALPhA)  ` `` `
2 BET (or BETA)  a aa a
3 GIMEL  b bb b
4 DALET (or DALED)  c cc c
5 HÉ  d dd d
6 VAV  e ee e
7 ZAYIN  f ff f
8 HET  g gg g
9 TET  h hh h
10 YUD (or YOD)  i ii i
11 KAPh  k kk k
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Order Name of Aramaic letter
(When there are alternate
names, this book will use
the first form from here on,
but you have a choice.)

Shape of letter 
in three different typefaces

Practice looking at them
from right to left

Handwriting (you have the
option of learning these
shapes for your own use)

12 LAMED  l ll l
13 MEM  n nn n
14 NUN  p pp p
15 SAMEKh  q qq q
16 AYIN  r rr r
17 PÉ  t tt t
18 TsADI

(or TsADIQ)
 v vv v

19 QUF (or QOF)  w ww w
20 RESH  x xx x
21 ShIN  y yy y
22 TAV  z zz z

The Order of the Letters

In Sanskrit, and Indian languages derived from it, the alphabet is arranged in a beautifully
logical order based on the sounds represented by the letters. Not so in either English or Aramaic,
where the conventional order of the letters is either completely arbitrary or has reasons lost in the
mists of time. You still have to memorize this order; for one thing, vocabulary items in this
textbook and in dictionaries are listed alphabetically.

There are actually some significant similarities between the order of the letters in English
and Aramaic. This is because the Roman alphabet, used for English, and the Aramaic one are
closely related, both apparently deriving from an alphabet created by ancient Phoenicians, who
traded around the Mediterranean. (The Sanskrit alphabet apparently has the same roots, but it
was carefully reworked at some point by leisured linguists.)
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The chart below shows historical correspondences between English and Aramaic letters,
and adds a few mnemonics which might help you use the English alphabet to memorize the order
of the Aramaic letters.

Name of Aramaic
letter

Corresponding English
letter

Shape of letter 
in three different typefaces 

Handwriting
(learning this
is optional)

Aleph A  ` `` `
Bet B  a aa a
Gimel C 

[originally the same as G =
Gimel]

 b bb b

Dalet D  c cc c
Hé E 

[historically derived from
d; as a mnemonic, note that
Hé, written in English, has

an E in it]

 d dd d

Vav F 
(as in “of”)

 e ee e
Zayin [G comes here in the

English alphabet but the
actual English descendant

of Zayin is Z. As a
mnemonic, maybe rhyme G

with the American
pronunciation of Z.]

 f ff f

Het H  g gg g
Tet [No equivalent. As a

mnemonic you could use the
rhyme between Het and Tet,
and the fact that the name
of the English letter H also

has a T sound in it
(“aitch”), to remind you of

the sequence Het-Tet.]

 h hh h
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Name of Aramaic
letter

Corresponding English
letter

Shape of letter 
in three different typefaces 

Handwriting
(learning this
is optional)

Yud I/J
[these two English letters

were once the same]

 i ii i

Kaph K  k kk k
Lamed L  l ll l
Mem M  n nn n
Nun N  p pp p
Samekh [O] 

[There is no historical
connection between Samekh
and O, but their shapes are

similar. The next letter,
Ayin, connects with O

historically. Maybe use “oh
oh!” as a mnemonic to

remind you there are two
Aramaic letters in place of

O.]

 q qq q

Ayin O
[O derives from Ayin;

“Ayin” means “eye” while
an O looks like one.]

 r rr r

Pé P  t tt t
Tsadi [No equivalent. As a

mnemonic, maybe use the
expression “mind your P’s

and Q’s” as a reminder that
there is something between

P and Q in the Aramaic
sequence.]

 v vv v

Quf Q
(as in “unique”)

 w ww w
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Name of Aramaic
letter

Corresponding English
letter

Shape of letter 
in three different typefaces 

Handwriting
(learning this
is optional)

Resh R  x xx x
Shin S  y yy y
Tav T  z zz z

Optional Reading: Meanings of the Names of the Letters

Here is some information which you might or might not find interesting or useful to your
learning; take it or leave it.

The names of the letters go back to their original Phoenician shapes as pictograms. One
version of the etymological meanings of these names is listed in the table. You might find it
useful, as a mnemonic, to associate the Aramaic shapes of the letters with these meanings.

Name of letter Shape of letter Handwriting Suggested etymological meaning 

Aleph  ` `` ` Ox

Bet  a aa a House

Gimel  b bb b Camel

Dalet  ccc c Door

Hé  d dd d Window

Vav  e ee e Nail, Hook

Zayin  f ff f Weapon

Het  g gg g Enclosure (wall, fence)

Tet  h hh h Snake 
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Name of letter Shape of letter Handwriting Suggested etymological meaning 

Yud  i ii i Hand

Kaph  k kk k Cupped hand

Lamed  l ll l Ox-goad (rod used to direct oxen)

Mem  n nn n Water

Nun  p pp p Fish

Samekh  q qq q Support (to lean or sit on)

Ayin  r rr r Eye or Spring, Fountain

Pé  t tt t Mouth

Tsadi(q)  v vv v Fish-hook or Righteous person (a
meaning later attached to this letter
but maybe useful as a mnemonic,
perhaps of someone praying)

Quf  w ww w Monkey or Back of the head

Resh  x xx x Head

Shin  y yy y Tooth, Teeth

Tav  z zz z Mark (originally an X shape. For its
present shape, think of the Passover
story in which the Israelites marked
the top and sides of their doors.)
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Review Exercise: Names of the Letters

Review the above information, then test your memory by filling in the names of the letters. To
check your answers, just look back at the charts above.

Name of letter Shape of letter 

`

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

i

k

l

n

p

q

r

t

v

w

x

y

z
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Review Exercise: Order of the Letters

Review the above information, then test your memory by numbering each letter in the
chart, based on its correct alphabetical order (the first letter of the alphabet is 1, the last is 22).
Or, instead of using the chart, just write out the 22 Aramaic letters in order from memory, using
their English names or reproducing the Aramaic shapes as best you can. Use the chart on pages
5-6 to check your answers.

x

a

i

c

y

e

g

l

h

b

k

f

n

p

q

r

w

v

t

z

d

`
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Additional Letter Shapes

Here is another version of the alphabet chart with an added wrinkle: five of the
letters have a different shape when they come at the end of a word. This reflects the fact that in
ancient times there was usually no space left between words; the different shapes of these letters
would be a bit of a help in keeping words apart when reading.

At this point we’ll mention additional names of two of the letters, which reflect their
pronunciation in different contexts: KAPh can also be KhAPh; PÉ can also be PhÉ. (More about
this later.)

Name of
Aramaic letter

Shape of letter 
(three different typefaces, practice
looking at them from right to left)

In handwriting (for your
optional use)

Aleph  ` `` `
Bet  a aa a
Gimel  b bb b
Dalet  c cc c
Hé  d dd d
Vav  e ee e
Zayin  f ff f
Het  g gg g
Tet  h hh h
Yud  i ii i
Kaph and Khaph  k kk k
Khaph at the
end of a word

 j jj j
Lamed  l ll l
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Name of
Aramaic letter

Shape of letter 
(three different typefaces, practice
looking at them from right to left)

In handwriting (for your
optional use)

Mem  n nn n
Mem at the end
of a word

 m mm m
Nun  p pp p
Nun at the end
of a word

 o oo o
Samekh  q qq q
Ayin  rrr r
Pé and Phé  t tt t
Phé at the end
of a word

 s ss s
Tsadi  v vv v
Tsadi at the end
of a word

 u uu u
Quf  w ww w
Resh  x xx x
Shin  y yy y
Tav  z zz z
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Summing up, here are the five letters with different “final forms”:

Letter Name Regular form Final form Both in
handwriting for
your optional use

Kaph/Khaph  k kk  j jj k
j

Mem  n nn  m mm n
m

Nun  p pp  o oo p
o

Pé/Phé  t tt  s ss t
s

Tsadi  v vv  u uu v
u

Notice that, except for Mem, the final forms are elongated and extend “below the line” (below
the bottoms of the regular letters), and the regular forms are like curled-up versions of the final
ones.

Review Exercise: Recognizing final forms

Review the shapes of the five final letters and commit them to memory, then do the exercise on
the following page.

The “final forms” must be used at the end of a word, and cannot appear anywhere else. On the
next page is an actual excerpt from the Zohar, except that some of the words have been written
incorrectly with a final form in an impossible place, or a regular form where a final form should
be. Underline the incorrectly written words.

You can, of course, ignore the words that do not contain any of the five letters with 

distinct final forms. Be careful of the subtle visual difference between Samekh  q qq  

and final Mem  m mm . Don’t worry about pronouncing any of the words at this stage.

When done, check your answers on page 44.
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xzale `zincwa zia `jetda oeez` ogky` xm` `aq `pepnd ax
 ziaeoiide tl` xzale `zincwa sl` xzale `xa ziy`xa epiide

`nlr carnl d"aw `ra ck `l` z` nidl"`pinizq eed oeez` lj 
oisl` oixze ryrzy`e d"aw ljzqn ded `mlr `xa `lc cr pipy
`ra ck eda. . .ediiyix` `teqn dinw peez` lk ez` `nlr ixanl 

 jk zp`e li`edz` zl`r zwso cim `nlr ka ixanl i`ck zp` zil
dxn` dinw 'y  dinwiac `nlr ia ixanl jnw `gip oinlr peax

zl`r . . .kny ixwz` knw `gio `nlr oeax dinw dxn` icv z`
ia `p`c `mlr ia ixanlia wicu z`ixwz`c zp`e miwicv pinizg 

niyx

(Translation: Rav [Rabbi] Hamnuna the Elder said: We find the letters reversed, Bet a at the

beginning and then another Bet a -- a ziy`xa`x  [“In-the-beginning <God> created”,

Genesis 1:1], and afterwards Aleph ` -- `"midl `z  [“God <created>  the...”]. When the
Blessed Holiness wanted to create the world, all the letters were hidden; and for two thousand
years before He created the world, the Blessed Holiness was contemplating them and playing
with them. When He wanted to create the world, all the letters came before Him, from the last to
the first... [The letter Tav appears first, asking for the world to be created through her. God
explains why she is not the right letter to create the world with, and concludes]  “Because you
are thus, you are not right for the world to be created through you.” Immediately, she left.  

The letter Shin y came into His presence. She said, “Ruler of the worlds, may it appear

appropriate before You to create the world through me, for Your name [the name yic"
Shaddai] is called through me”... [But she too is turned down.]  The letter Tsadi v came in. She
said in His presence, “Ruler of the worlds, may it appear appropriate before You to create the
world through me, for I am the seal of the righteous [ vmiwic ], and You are called Righteous

[ vwic ], marked with me”...)
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Confusing Letter Shapes

Quite a number of letters can look confusingly similar, especially in some typefaces; some of
them have demonstrably been causing trouble for scribes since ancient times. Below is a list
along with some pointers and suggestions for mnemonics -- feel free to add your own!

Bet   a aa
Nun  p pp

Bet a is broad, Nun p is narrow.

Gimel  b bb  

Nun  p pp
The difference is at the bottom of the letters,
where the Gimel b has a distinctive downward,
leftward stroke. I think of this as a hand saying
“gimme!” In some printed typefaces, the
slightest blur in the ink obscures this
distinction and you have to go by context.

Dalet  c cc  

Resh  x xx
Resh x  is rounded, one continuous curve,

while Dalet c is in two parts (double or dual)
and has the shape of a door (which is also its
etymological meaning.)

Dalet  c cc
Final Khaph  j jj

In many typefaces these look identical except
that only the final Khaph j extends “below
the line” (below the bottoms of the letters
around it). Remember that this form of Khaph
can only occur at the end of a word.

Hé   d d d and Het    g g g The only consistent difference is that Hé d 
has a little opening at the upper left between
the horizontal and vertical strokes. You might
picture someone looking out this little
window, shouting “hey!” Etymologically, 
Hé d is said to mean “window”, while Het

 g  is said to mean “enclosure”, and is more

enclosed. 

Hé  d dd  / Het  g gg  

Tav  z zz
The distinguishing mark of Tav z is its ‘foot’
at the bottom left. Some suggest punning Tav
and “tough”, picturing that foot poised and
ready to kick.
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Vav  e ee  and Zayin  f ff The difference is very subtle in some
typefaces; the consistent distinction is that the
Zayin f has a top stroke which extends both to

the right and left; the Vav e has only a kind of
bend to the left. I don’t have a mnemonic for
this one, do you?

Vav  e ee  

final Nun  o oo
The difference is that only the final Nun o
extends “below the line” (below the bottoms
of the letters around it). Remember this form
of the Nun only occurs at the end of words.

Tet  h hh  

Mem  n nn
These can look confusingly like mirror images
of each other. Tet h has a little opening on top

(is it a trap to fall into?) Mem n has an
opening on the bottom (main floor?)

Yud  i ii  
apostrophe or quotation mark
 ' ''

Texts of the Zohar and other traditional Jewish
works usually have minimal punctuation, but
they do often include apostrophes or quotation
marks as a way of indicating abbreviations.
Each typeface will make its own distinction,
but generally the Yud i, though the smallest of
the letters, will be bigger and curvier than any
punctuation mark.

Final Mem mm m  

Samekh  q qq
I am convinced that these are identical in some
typefaces, although generally speaking the
Samekh q is curvier (smoother) in the bottom
right-hand corner (where it sits down?) than
the final m. Fortunately this form of the Mem
can only appear at the end of a word.

Ayin  r r r
regular or final Tsadi

 v vv
 u uu

All I can say is that these shapes are different
when you get used to them. For Ayin r, both
“branches” sprout from the bottom, or the
“trunk”; for the regular Tsadi v, one branch

sprouts from the other. The final Tsadi u
(which only occurs at the end of a word) has a
distinctively straight shape and goes below the
line. Suggestions for mnemonics are welcome!
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Review Exercise: Letter Recognition

Here is a brief passage from the Zohar, in different typefaces. Identify each of the letters
in it and count how many of each there are; fill in the chart below. Example: Tet  h occurs 0
times in this text. Check your answers on pages 45-46 .

 lrinl 'z z` z`ixy`gip oinlr oeax dxn` `yixa  ia ixanl jnw`nlr
`p`c zn` jlic `wptyebc `nzeg zn` z`ixwz` z`e

(Translation: The letter Tav z began, coming in first. She said: Ruler of the worlds, may it
appear appropriate before You to create the world through me, for I am the seal of Your
signet-ring, Truth, n`z , and You are called Truth.) 

Letter Name of Letter Number of
occurrences

` Aleph  

a Bet  

b Gimel  

c Dalet  

d Hé  

e Vav  

f Zayin  

g Het  

h Tet  

i Yud  

 k
j

Kaph
[including 

final Khaph]

 

l Lamed  
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Letter Name of Letter Number of
occurrences

 n
m

Mem
[including final

Mem]

 

p
o

Nun
[including 
final Nun]

 

q Samekh  

r Ayin  

t
s 

Pé
[including 
final Phé]

 

v
u

Tsadi
[including 

final Tsadi]

0

w Quf  

x Resh  

y Shin  

z Tav  
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Chapter Two: Pronunciation:  Letters

Since we are aiming for a reading knowledge of the Zohar’s Aramaic, it could be argued
that pronunciation doesn’t matter at all. We have little evidence about how the Aramaic of the
Zohar was pronounced in its time, and there is no agreed-upon tradition today of exactly how it
should sound when read aloud. If you learned to read using purely visual recognition, or making
up your own pronunciation, that would be fine when reading the text for your own purposes.

On the other hand, many of us will find it useful to sound out the language (aloud or
mentally) as we read it. And reading aloud will be useful when we meet in person. Also, if you
use this course as a gateway to other forms of Aramaic or other Semitic languages, inventing
your own pronunciation at this stage might be a handicap later.

Therefore, the remaining chapters in Part I will teach a suggested way of pronouncing the
Aramaic of the Zohar, in order to help you read it comfortably. However, after the homework for
this part, you will never be tested or graded on pronunciation.

*
Different languages may use the same alphabet but sound it out in different ways --

English and French, for example. So theoretically Aramaic and Hebrew could sound quite
different even though they are written with the same letters. But if there ever was such a
distinction, it has long since disappeared in Jewish Aramaic. There are different traditions and
customs as to how Hebrew is pronounced, but however Jews pronounce Hebrew, that is how
they pronounce Aramaic.

This course will suggest pronouncing Aramaic along the lines of modern Israeli Hebrew.
This kind of pronunciation is widely used in Israel itself, in academia, and in many North
American synagogues. You are quite likely to hear the Zohar read with this pronunciation. It also
has the advantage (and sometimes disadvantage) of having fewer different sounds than other
pronouncing traditions.  

The Letters Are Consonants

In Chapter 1, we introduced the shapes and names of the Aramaic letters and their names. We
also suggested that each letter makes the sound of the beginning of its name: Bet a = B, and so
on. At this stage, we’ll give more detail about sounding out the letters.

In English and other European languages we classify letters as vowels or consonants. A, E, I, O
and U are vowel letters; the others are consonants, except for Y which is sometimes a consonant,
as in “yes”, and sometimes a vowel, as in “by”. I hope this distinction is already familiar to you
as a practical matter, because trying to explain it could lead into complicated areas of linguistics.
(If you would like further explanation, please do some research on your own and let me know if
you find anything useful!)

It is important to know that in Aramaic, as in the most ancient forms of the alphabet and in
Hebrew and Arabic today, all the letters are consonants. Like the English Y, some are sometimes
vowels in addition, but none of them is only a vowel. The original and primary use of each of
them is as a consonant.
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Uh-oh!

Uh-oh! In Chapter 1 we said that, basically, every letter makes the sound of the beginning of its
name; for example, Bet a = B. Based on that, you may have been assuming that Aleph ` and

Ayin r make an “ah” sound, like the letter A in most European languages. That would be a
vowel sound, contradicting the idea that every Aramaic letter is first and foremost a consonant.

Actually, the information you had was incomplete but not all that misleading. Aleph `  and

Ayin r are pronounced the same in the system of pronunciation we’ll be using. And often they
are pronounced like a European A. How so?

First, some background information:
A consonant, basically, has to be sounded out with a vowel attached. The word “consonant”
means “with-sounding”, a sound that has to be combined with something else. Therefore, an
accurate way of describing the sound of the letter Bet a would be that it is BA, BE, BI, BO, BU,

or B’, depending on the vowel sound chosen. (Note: sometimes the sound of Bet a is just plain
B, but only when it comes at the end of a syllable: AB, EB, etc.)

This is also an indigenous way of describing the sound of Bet a, one that a native speaker would

be likely to use: the sound of Bet a is BA, BE, BI, etc., depending on the context.

So: the sound of  both Aleph ` and Ayin r is sometimes A, just as you might have assumed
from the partial information in Chapter 1. At other times, it is E, I, O, or U. It just depends on
which vowel sound the consonant is spoken with. 

But what consonant? The consonant sound of Aleph ` and Ayin r is not represented by any
English letter. It can be described as “positioning your throat to say A or E or I or O or U.”
Without getting too technical, this can be described as a bit of a tightening up of the throat --
because if your throat is completely loose and relaxed, you can’t make a clear vowel sound at all.

This ‘tightening up the throat’ consonant is also called a glottal stop. Sometimes in English it is
represented by a hyphen, as in “uh-oh!” To transition from the vowel sound of “uh” to the
separate vowel sound of “oh” you have to position your throat in a certain way, and that’s what
the Aleph `  and Ayin r represent. Hence, the title of this section.

(Note: In some pronouncing traditions, the sound of Ayin r is actually much stronger, and
deeper in the throat, than a glottal stop; this is good to know, but we won’t attempt to teach it in
this course.)
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 The Consonant Sounds

So, from their names, you already know how to sound out most of the Aramaic letters. Here is a
chart summing up this information (using our transliteration system, explained on page 3) and
adding just a little more: a few letters have more than one pronunciation, and so can be called by
different names. Learn all this information by heart.

Letter Name of Letter Suggested
pronunciation

Notes

` Aleph -
(glottal stop, see
previous page)

Don’t worry about articulating this at the very
beginning of a word. At the end of a word,
Aleph ` is effectively silent.

a Bet B

a Vet V Some texts use dots, “points”, which will be
discussed later, to indicate the difference
between Bet and Vet, but in most texts of the
Zohar they look identical. When in doubt,
pronounce B. This distinction never makes a
difference in the meaning of a word. 

b Gimel G

c Dalet D

d Hé H

ee ,e Vav or
double Vav

V Vav e can also indicate vowel sounds; we’ll get
to this soon. As an aid to reading, texts of the
Zohar frequently double the Vav when it is
functioning as a consonant: ee

f Zayin Z

g Het H

h Tet T

i Yud Y (as in “yes”)
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Letter Name of Letter Suggested
pronunciation

Notes

k Kaph K

 k
j

Khaph
[including 

final Khaph]

Kh “Pointed” texts make a visual distinction
between Kaph and Khaph. This distinction never
makes a difference in the meaning of words. The
final form j is reliably pronounced Kh.

l Lamed L

 n
m

Mem
[including final Mem]

M

p
o

Nun
[including 
final Nun]

N 

q Samekh S 

r Ayin -
(glottal stop)

As with Aleph, don’t worry about articulating
the glottal stop at the very beginning of a word;
at the end of a word, Ayin r is effectively silent. 

t Pé P

t
s 

Phé
[including 
final Phé]

Ph “Pointed” texts make a visual distinction
between Pé/Phé. It never makes a difference in
the meaning of words. The final form s is
reliably Ph.

v
u

Tsadi
[including 
final Tsadi]

Ts

w Quf Q

x Resh R Israelis generally use a “uvular” (throaty) R
sound. You may pronounce this as an English R,
but really it should be trilled or rolled somehow,
as in just about every language but English.
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Letter Name of Letter Suggested
pronunciation

Notes

y Shin Sh

y Sin S “Pointed” texts make a visual distinction
between Shin and Sin. The Sh sound is much
more common. Unlike the other distinctions
we’ve mentioned, this one *does* make a
difference in the meaning of words (it is a
phonemic distinction). Shin and Sin function as
two different letters, even though they are
usually counted as one and look the same.

z Tav T

Notes on the Consonant Sounds

Relationship to English letters

Notice that Aleph `  and Ayin r do not correspond to any English letter, as explained

earlier. The letters Het g and Khaph j k also make a sound which is not part of standard
English although it occurs, represented by H or Ch, in words from other languages. 

Tsadi u v and Shin W correspond to combinations of English letters (ts, sh). We

transliterate one sound of t as the letter combination Ph, but this could also be written F.
Otherwise, you can pretty much “translate” each Aramaic letter into one English letter.

Letters with the Same Sound

In ancient times each letter presumably had a distinct pronunciation. Over time many
distinctions were lost, and Israeli pronunciation has reduced them to a minimum. As you’ve
likely noticed, the following pairs of letters sound the same in this system of pronunciation:

Aleph ` and Ayin r  (glottal stop)

Tet h and Tav z 
Sin U and Samekh q
The V sound of Vet a , and Vav e or double Vav ee
The K sound of Kaph M and Quf w
The Kh sound of Khaph j k and Het g
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Letters with the same sound are *not* equivalent in any way when it comes to meaning,
so do not confuse them with one another. The mental work involved is somewhat similar to
distinguishing between English homonyms, words like “sea” and “see” which sound the same
but have different spellings and meanings.

Optional Distinctions

If you would like to avoid any potential confusion by pronouncing each letter differently,
you have the option of learning a more complex system of pronunciation, or borrowing elements
of one. You could, for example, pronounce Vav e and double Vav ee as W, which is probably its
ancient pronunciation and is still used in some Jewish liturgical traditions. 

Other traditional distinctions between the letters involve sounds not used in English, and we
won’t attempt to teach them in this course. One person’s description of the Yemenite Jewish
pronunciation tradition, which makes very careful distinctions, is on line, with audio, at 
http://sagavyah.tripod.com/ALEFBET.html. Similar systems are described in some textbooks of
Biblical Hebrew. 

Review Exercise: Consonant Sounds

If you had to write English in Aramaic letters, using the suggested pronunciation system, which
Aramaic letter would you use to represent the consonant sounds of the English words below?
Fill in the name of the appropriate Aramaic letter, distinguishing between Bet and Vet, Kaph and
Khaph, Pé and Phé, Shin and Sin, and mentioning the final forms when appropriate. (You’ll
notice that Aramaic is more consistent than English in how consonant sounds are written.)
Check your answers on page 47.

“H” in “ha” _______________

“T” in “too” _______________ or _______________

“Z” in “zoo” _______________

“G” in “good” _______________

“D” in “good” _______________

“Ts” in “tsunami” _______________

“Ts” in “bats” _______________

“L” in “love” _______________

“V” in “love” _______________ or _______________
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The “-” in “anti-inflammatory” _______________ or _______________

“CH” in “Loch Ness” _______________ or _______________ 

“R” in “Robbie Burns” _______________

“M” in “mood” _______________

“M” in “doom” _______________

“Sh” in “shine” _______________

“B” in “bun” _______________

“P” in “pun” _______________

“N” in “pun”  _______________

“F” in “fun” _______________

“FF” in “puff” _______________

“C” in “cook” _______________ or _______________

“C” in “Caesar” _______________ or _______________

“S” in “Caesar” _______________

“MB” in “lamb” _______________

“GN” in “gnaw”  _______________
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Chapter Three: Vowels

Aramaic Vowel Sounds

Jewish Aramaic has six basic vowel sounds: in our transliteration, A, E, I, O, U and ’
(shwa). If these sounds aren’t fresh in your mind, please review the summary on page 3.

There are also a few diphtongs, combined vowel sounds. The significant ones for our
purposes are AY and OY, which can be pronounced like the “ay” in “aye, aye, sir” and the “oy”
in “boy”.

Historically, there were important distinctions between short and long vowels. These,
however, have basically disappeared in Israeli pronunciation, do not affect the meanings of
Aramaic words, and will be ignored in this course. It won’t matter, for example, whether you
pronounce the E vowel like the “é” or the “e” in the French pronunciation of “Québec”, or
pronounce the I vowel like “i” in English “fit” or “ee” in English “feet”. 

Writing without Vowels

As you’ve already learned, the Aramaic letters are consonants, which can “carry” any of
the vowel sounds. That is, Lamed l, for example, can be sounded LA, LE, LI, LO, LU, or L’,
without being written any differently.

The next two exercises illustrate how this works.

Exercise: Consonants Carrying Vowels (1)

On the next page, match each letter in the right-hand column with one possible transliteration in
the left-hand column (write the letter or its number from the right-hand column beside the
appropriate entry on the left.)  Some of the transliterations have more than one possible
equivalent, but don’t use the same answer more than once. Check your answers on page 48.
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TA ____ 
TU ____
O ____
E ____
QO ____
BO ____
ShA ____
DE ____
SA ____
HI ____
RU ____
MO ____
GE ____
HU ____
LI ____
YI ____
ZA ____
KO ____
VA ____
PE ____
NI ____
TsI ____

` 1
a 2
b 3
c 4
d 5
ee 6
f 7
g 8
h 9
i 10
k 11
l 12
n 13
p 14

q 15
r 16
t 17
v 18
w 19
x 20
y 21
z 22
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Review Exercise: Consonants Carrying Vowels (2)

In this exercise, the left-hand column now contains English words which could be spelled with
one Aramaic letter (at least if pronounced with an Aramaic accent!) Match each English word
with one possible Aramaic sound-equivalent (write the Aramaic letter or its number beside the
English word). Not all the Aramaic letters are used in this exercise. Check your answers on
page 49.

Goo ____
To ____
You ____
Coo ____
Ah! ____
No ____
Pa ____
Zee [American letter] ____
Mow ____
Bah! ____
Key ____
Row ____
Who ____ 
Do ____
Tea ____
Shoe ____
Oh ____
Low ____

` 1
a 2
b 3
c 4
d 5
ee 6
f 7
g 8
h 9
i 10
k 11
l 12
n 13
p 14

q 15
r 16
t 17
v 18
w 19
x 20
y 21
z 22
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Reading Without Vowels

In most texts in Aramaic, including most editions of the Zohar, there will be no visual
indication of whether any given Lamed l is to be sounded LA, LE, etc. You have to guess, based
on your knowledge of the language and the context. 

Here’s an example of how this would work in English. Below is a passage of Canadian
English with vowel letters (a, e, i, o, u, and y when it sounds like “i” or “ee”) deleted. See how
much you can “translate” into regular English with vowel letters. Of course it will help if you
know the words already, just as it would in Aramaic. Even if not, many words should be quite
easy to figure out; there are not that many possibilities for “tht” or “nght”, for example. Check
your results on page 50.

Sznn tks y dwn t hr plc nr th rvr
Y cn hr th bts g b
Y cn spnd th nght bsd hr
nd y knw tht sh's hlf crz
Bt tht's wh y wnt t b thr
nd sh fds y t nd rngs
Tht cm ll th w frm Chn
nd jst whn y mn t tll hr
Tht y hv n lv t gv hr
Thn sh gts y n hr wvlngth
nd sh lts th rvr nswr
Tht y'v lwys bn hr lvr
nd y wnt t trvl wth hr
nd y wnt t trvl blnd
nd y kn tht sh wll trst y
Fr y'v tchd hr prfct bd wth yr mnd

However hard or easy you found that, the good news is that filling the vowels in in
Aramaic it is both easier and less important. 

It is easier because an Aramaic word cannot begin without a letter (so, no equivalent of
“nd” or “ll”). 

It is less important because, since the basic structures of Aramaic are indicated by the
letters, getting the vowels wrong will rarely affect the meaning. It’s as if, in English, “end joust
when yeah man tie till hare” meant exactly the same as “and just when you mean to tell her”. In
actual fact, there are many words in the Zohar which different readers will read with different
vowels, without affecting the meaning.

The implications of this for learning to read the Zohar are huge. With rare exceptions, it
just won’t matter for reading comprehension whether you pronounce words with correct vowels
or not. You could just use one vowel all the time, like in the Apples and Bananas song (“Oh loke
toh oat ohples ohnd bononos...”), and not worry about it.
 Therefore, although the next few chapters will focus on sounding out Aramaic,
practically speaking you only have to learn as much about this as you need to feel comfortable
reading alone.
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Exercise:  Reading Aramaic Without Vowels

Here are some words from the Zohar. For each word, underline the correct transcription from the
three choices in capital letters below the word. Check your answers on page 51.

xn`(said) 
AMAR, IMOT, RAMA

oeez`     (letters of the alphabet) 
AHNON, ATVAN, OTNAV  

ck  (when) 
BED, KAD, DOKh

 xzal(afterwards)
LOBITAD, L’VATAR, R’TOBAL

ax  (rabbi) 
DIR, RAV, TOB

Letters as Vowel Indicators

To make things even easier, since ancient times, several of the Aramaic letters have been used to
give a rough indication of vowel sounds: Aleph `, Hé d, Vav e, and Yud i.

Aleph and Hé
Both Aleph ` and Hé d at the end of words are usually not pronounced as consonants,

but indicate that the word ends with an A sound. For example: `a at the end of a word is likely

pronounced “BA”; dl at the end of a word is likely pronounced “LA”. There are exceptions,

but this is a good rule of thumb. Aleph ` is sometimes used this way inside of words as well.

Yud
The consonant Yud i , following a vowel, stretches out its sound—somewhat as Y does

in English, as in the change in sound from “so” to “soy” . Yud i in these situations does not
carry a vowel of its own, but stretches the vowel on the previous letter. This produces the
following diphtongs:
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A + Yud i = “AY”, as in the English word “aye” (rhyming with “pie”)

E + Yud i = “EY”, as in the English word “hey”
Note: the E vowel in Aramaic can be pronounced like this in any case. “EY” is the long

sound of this vowel, which has no meaningful distinction from the short sound.
I + Yud i = “IY”, a somewhat elongated I sound, like English “ee”. 

Note: the I vowel in Aramaic can be pronounced like this in any case; “IY” is the long
sound of this vowel, which has no meaningful distinction from the short sound.
O + Yud i = OY as in the English word “boy” or Yiddish “oy vey!”

U + Yud i = UY, a rare combination, pronounced like “uey” in “chop suey” but faster.

Thus, iz could represent the sounds TAY (like English “tie”), TEY, TIY, TOY or TUY. 

Perhaps because the “stretching” of the vowels E and I does not change them substantially, 
Yud i most often indicates the presence of one of these vowels. If in doubt, I is a safe bet.

Double Yud

Texts of the Zohar often indicate the AY diphtong with a double Yud, ii.

iiz = TAY

Vav
Finally, Vav e often indicates an O or U sound. Vav e used in this way is not a consonant

carrying a vowel, but is used just like a vowel letter in English. For example, the English word
“so”, S followed by O, can be transliterated as eq, Samekh followed by Vav. 

As noted earlier, the consonantal V sound of Vav is frequently written in the Zohar as a
double Vav, ee, so it will often be a safe guess that a single Vav e is a vowel, O or U. There are

exceptions, though; occasionally a double Vav ee will actually be a consonant followed by a
vowel, making the sound VO or VU.

A single Vav e can also be an Aramaic word in its own right, meaning “and”. It is not
written as a separate word, however, but always as a prefix. As such, it is sometimes pronounced

as U (like “ooh” in English—a sound otherwise written e`) and sometimes as V with one vowel
sound or another, usually V’. Whether it is U or V depends on grammatical rules which you
don’t need to learn, and the pronunciation does not affect the meaning.

oibae  UV’GIN (“and because...”)

zile  V’LEYT (“and there is no...”)
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Exercise: Reading Aramaic with the help of vowel letters

For each Aramaic word on the right, underline its likeliest pronunciation to the left. Check your
answers on page 52.

ARITO, IRITU, ORAYTA `ziixe`
AHA, IHI, OHO idi`

(she)

ALU, ELA, ILO `l`
(but)

ANA, INI, ONO `p`
(I)

ATO, ITA, OTI ez`
(came)

DOV, HAVU, VA eed
(were)

ABA, OVI, UVI iae
(and through me)

LA, LI, LU dl
(to her)

SATAMUN, S’TIMIN, S’TUMIN oinizq
hidden (things)

RIBAN, RIBIN, RIBON oeax
Ruler

[
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Chapter Four: Pointed Texts

Pointed Consonants

Sometimes, Aramaic texts are printed with dots and other symbols, referred to as “points”, as an
aid to pronunciation. The Zohar is occasionally printed this way. The selections from the Zohar
in this textbook will mostly be “pointed”, although we hope that you’ll eventually feel
comfortable reading without points, as in the exercises in the previous chapter.

Note: Points are usually omitted in handwriting. When they are used, they look pretty much the
same in handwriting as in print.

One use of “points” is to distinguish between the different sounds of several of the consonants: 

Shin and Sin
As you’ve learned, the letter y is sometimes Shin, pronounced Sh, and more rarely S. These are
effectively two different letters, so pointed texts provide a useful service by distinguishing them. 
In “pointed” texts, Shin W with a dot on the right is Sh; Sin U with a dot on the left is S. (One
mnemonic for this: the dot represents a boat on the shore, at the beginning of the letter—to the
right—or further out to sea. Another mnemomic: She is always right.)

Aspirated and Unaspirated Letters
The letter a can be Bet (B) or Vet (Bh = V);

 k can be Kaph (K) or Khaph (Kh);

 t can be Pé (P) or Phé (Ph). 
In pointed texts these are distinguished as follows:

a
Vet

A
Bet

k
Khaph

M
Kaph

t
Phé

R
Pé

In each case, the version of the letter without a dot involves more of a release of air, or outbreath
(the “aspirated” pronunciation of the letter). So when there is a dot in the middle of the letter, it
can be thought of as a cork, holding the air in.

Note: In pointed texts, you may see a “dot in the middle” in many other letters. For our purposes,
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these dots can be ignored. They are there to indicate pronunciation differences which are
relevant in other pronouncing traditions, but not the one we are learning here; or for other
grammatical reasons which are not relevant to our goal of basic reading comprehension.

Review Exercise: Pointed Consonants

Underline the pointed Aramaic transliteration of each of the following English words. Check
your answers on page 53.

sub aŸy AW AŸy  aW

shaken okŸy oMW oMŸy  okW

fob AR  at  At  aR

posh ŸyR  WR  Wt  ŸyR

sieve aŸy AW AŸy  aW

Vav e  with points

The two vowel sounds of Vav e are distinguished in pointed texts as follows:

Ÿe
with a dot on top of the
letter, or to the left at the
top

O

E
with a dot in the middle
(on the left side)

U

One suggested mnemonic: someone who leaps up and catches the ball says “oh!” Ÿe
Someone who gets hit by the ball in the tummy says “oof!” E
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Confusion warning: In pointed texts, Vav with its consonantal sound V also sometimes appears
with a dot in it E. You can tell it is a consonant if another vowel symbol (these will be discussed

in the next section) is attached to it. The combination Ee or EE is pronounced VU (the first Vav is

a consonant, the second is a vowel). Similarly Ÿee  or ŸeE is pronounced VO. 

Review Exercise: Pointed Vavs

If Vav e were used in English, it could be part of the spelling of the following English words,
either as a consonant (V) or as a vowel (O or U). For each word, “dot” the Vav next to it
appropriately: no dot (in this exercise) if it could be used as a consonant e; dot on top for the

sound O Ÿe; dot in the middle for the sound U E. The first four Vavs are already dotted to show
how this works. Check your answers on page 54.

coat Ÿe
cave e
room E
roam Ÿe

stood  e
save   e
know  e
knave e
knew  e
hood  e
have  e
toad  e
stone e
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Vowel Points

All the vowel sounds of Aramaic can be indicated by dots and other symbols. In the
Israeli system of pronunciation we are learning, there are more vowel symbols than vowel
sounds, just as there are more letters than consonant sounds; several of the vowel symbols are
pronounced identically. 

Here are the vowel sounds and their symbols in pointed Aramaic texts. These symbols are
always attached to a letter; here the letter Aleph ` is used by way of illustration.

A E I O U ’ [shwa]

῭ ¥̀ ¦̀ ¢̀ ª̀ §̀

©̀ ¤̀ Ÿ̀ E`

£̀ ¡̀ Ÿe`

Notes:

— In pointed texts, generally speaking every letter will have a vowel symbol attached to it. 

Exceptions: 

-- The letter Vav as a vowel (Ÿe or E) functions as a vowel symbol itself, as in the chart above,
and does not have any other vowel symbols attached to it.

-- When Yud i stretches out the vowel of the previous letter into a diphtong, as described earlier,
it does not have its own vowel point. (The double Yud which usually indicates the diphtong AY

is written with a shwa on the first Yud and no vowel point on the second one: i §i ) 
-- The last letter of a word normally ends a syllable and does not have its own vowel. 

An example of these exceptions: `z̈i§i ©xŸe` ORAYTA (“Torah”)

— The vowel symbol §̀  for shwa also often indicates silence or the absence of a vowel.
There are traditional rules governing this but they are not entirely consistent, and are frequently
ignored. We will not attempt to teach these “correct” distinctions between the silent and

pronounced §̀  in this course. A good practical rule of thumb is to choose the silent option unless
that distorts the pronunciation of the word or makes it unpronounceable. 
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For example, oz̈£d©a©̀ §c hŸey§w (truth of our Patriarchs) = KShOT D’-AVAHATAN. 
With the first word, you have a choice; if you can’t pronounce the “ksh” sound of KShOT, say
K’ShOT. With the second word, however, saying “DAVAHATAN” is not allowed, because it

would leave out the glottal stop of  ©̀  and thus distort the pronunciation. Therefore, you have to

pronounce c with a shwa vowel, D’, and read the word D’-AVAHATAN.

— The vowel point £̀  is a combination of the A vowel ©̀  and shwa §̀ , and is pronounced A.
(Optionally, it may be shortened to ’ or silent.)

The vowel point ¡̀  is a combination of the E vowel ¤̀  and and shwa §̀ , and is pronounced E.

However, the vowel point ¢̀  is a combination of the A vowel ῭  and shwa §̀ , but it is
pronounced O. 

Perhaps this is because, according to traditional rules, there are times when ῭
itself is pronounced O. Israeli pronunciation mostly ignores this, and I would ignore it too if I

were you. We won’t attempt to learn these rules in this course; pretend that ῭  is just A, even

though ¢̀  is O. 

One exception which you should learn: the word lM̈ (or lk̈), meaning “all”, is always
pronounced with an O sound, KOL or KhOL.

Review Exercise:  All the Vowel Points

To review all the vowels, add the correct symbols to the letter Bet A in the following chart.
Check your answers on page 55.

BA BE BI BO BU B’

A A A A A A
A A A A

A A A
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Review Exercise: Reading Vowel Points

Match each of these letters with attached vowel symbols to the correct transliteration from the
six choices offered. Check your answers on page 56.

§A 
BA, BE, BI, BO, BU, B’
©b
GA, GE, GI, GO, GU, G’
¦c

DA, DE, DI, DO, DU, D’
Ÿed
HA, HE, HI, HO, HU, H’
EE
VA, VE, VI, VO, VU, V’
¤f
ZA, ZE, ZI, ZO, ZU, Z’
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Chapter Five: Reading Aloud

Now that you have memorized all the Aramaic letters and vowel points, you can read Aramaic
aloud.  Congratulations!

If you haven’t yet memorized all that information, take time to do so. 
A reminder to read from right to left appears on page 2.
A summary of our transliteration system and the sounds of the language is on page 3.
The consonants with their names and sounds are listed on pages 23-25. (For a review of the five
final forms, and easily confused letter shapes, see pages 15-17.)
The use of letters to indicate vowels is described on pages 32-33.
“Points” are described and listed on pages 35-39 (vowel points specifically, pages 38-39).

Now try these exercises:

Here is a joke about an encounter between a wealthy Texan farmer and an Aramaic farmer (from
somewhere in the Middle East...) who has a small plot of land. It is told in English with a thick
Aramaic accent, and thus written in English in Aramaic letters. Decipher it! Check your answer
on page 57.

xŸeh§w ¤x §h ii©n oŸr h¤b o©w ii©̀ " :x¤n §x©t w¦i ¥n §x¤̀ o©̀  Eh f¥q x¤n §x©t o¤q§w¤z ©̀
"!m §x©t ii©n oŸer l¦z§Ÿy mii©̀  c§p©̀  - i ¥c l©̀  aii ©x §c c§p©̀  h§q¤t§w ¥x§A xŸti¦A

  "!Eh ,h©c wii©l xŸh§w ¤x §h ©̀  c©d ii©̀ " ,x¤n §x©t w¦i ¥n §x¤̀ `©c f¥q ,"d¤i"

Here is a folktale about Hodja Nasruddin (oi ¦C ªx§q©p), a “wise fool” who is the hero of many
stories told by both Muslims and Jews in Turkey, Israel/Palestine, and other lands. Again, it is
told in English with a thick Aramaic accent. Check your decipherment on page 58.

f ¦̀  m §x©t ` ©c !Ÿep" "!oii©n f ¦̀  m §x©t ` ©c" .b§p ¦zii©t x©̀  m §x©t ©̀  oŸr ee¦l Ed o¤n Eh
 f§p¡q¦l i¦d ".m §x©t ` ©c Eh o¡q¦l Ÿy§h¤l" ,f¥q c§p ©̀  m ¤c f §x¦d oi ¦C ªx§q©p "!oii©n

"'.oii©n x©̀  Eh Ei' :f¥q m §x©t ` ©c !`©d©̀ " :f¥q i¦d o ¤c ,f§p¡q¦l c§p ©̀

Now, do the exercise on the next page. In the blank column, write the pronunciation of this
passage from the Zohar, transliterated into English letters, following the example of our
transliterations so far. You might see different vowel points in a different edition of this text, but
use what you’ve got here for this exercise. Remember to ignore any dots in letters that have not
been discussed above; you don’t need them! When done, check your results on page 59.
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English translation Zohar text Pronunciation

When the Blessed Holiness
wanted to make the world ...
all the letters came before
Him, from the last to the
first. The letter Tav z
began, coming first. She
said: Ruler of the world,
may it be appropriate before
You to create the world
through me, for I am the
seal of Your signet ring:

¤n ¤̀z  (Truth), and You are
called Truth. It is fitting for
the King of Truth to begin
with the letter of truth, and
to create the world through
me.

Ki ¦x §A `Ẅ §cEw `r̈Ä c ©M
...`n̈§lr̈ c ©A §r ¤n§l `Ed
Di ¥n ©w oeë §z ©̀  lk̈ Ÿez£̀

.Ÿedi§i ©Wi ¥x£̀ `ẗŸeq ¦n
l ©ri ¥n§l eez̈ z ῭  z ©̀ i ¥xẄ

oŸeA ¦x :dẍ §n ῭  .`Ẅi ¥x §A
i ¥x §a ¦n§l Kn̈ ©w `g̈i¦p ,oi ¦n§lr̈

`n̈ §zŸeg `p̈£̀ ©c `n̈§lr̈ i ¦A
,z ¤n¡̀ ,K̈li ¦c `ẅ §p ©R §WEb §c

.z ¤n¡̀ z ©̀ i ¦x §w §z ¦̀  Y ©̀ §e
z ¤n¡̀ `M̈§l ©n§l zŸe`ï
z ¤n¡̀ z ῭ §a i ¥x §W ¦n§l
.`n̈§lr̈ i ¦A i ¥x §a ¦n§lE

Pronunciation notes:

-- Normally the last letter of a word does not have a vowel point, since it ends a syllable and has
no vowel of its own. However, when final Khaph j is silent, it does have a vowel point, the

“silent shva”: K. Thus Ki ¦x §A is transliterated BRIYKh.

-- eë indicates a double Vav ee (V) with the vowel A:  VA.

-- The letter combination i§i ©W is read ShAY; as noted earlier, the double Yud here indicates the
AY diphtong.
-- Here is a detail of pronunciation to take note of and then ignore if you wish. As you know,
normally you read a consonant first, then its vowel point: ©l is LA, not “al”. However, when an

Ayin r at the end of a word has the vowel point “patakh” (the horizontal line underneath the

letter, one of the indications of an A sound), ©r , the vowel is, exceptionally, to be read before the

consonant. In practice this means that the glottal stop usually indicated by Ayin r disappears. In

the letter combination ©r ¥W which appears in our text, the two vowels E and A are pronounced
one after the other with a bit of a slur, rather than a glottal stop, between them, sort of like the
vowel sounds in “player” if you read it with a fake British accent (“playah”).
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HOMEWORK FOR PART I

Once all the above is done, here is your first homework. Below is a selection from the
Zohar, “pointed” in one possible way. Practice reading it aloud. Then either:
-- Transliterate the whole thing to show its pronunciation, using our transliteration system, and
e-mail it to me by Thursday, September 15;
-- OR come to our meeting on Wednesday, Sept. 14, prepared to read any of it aloud in person. (I
would only ask you to read a couple of sentences, but you wouldn’t know in advance which.)

If you would like to come up with an alternative way of showing me that you can read
this text, or if you need more time, please consult with me.

Pronunciation notes for this text:
— The Alephs ` in z©l`r̈, o`k̈ §xä §n, i` ©C©e  and i`n̈ ©w have no vowel points of their own; they
are functioning to indicate the A vowel, just as they would at the end of a word.
— The word zi¥A is the name of the letter Bet, so a letter-by-letter transliteration would be
BEYT. The transliteration we’ve been using, BET, reflects our recommended pronunciation
without distinction between long and short vowels.

i ¦a §C ,`n̈§lr̈ i ¦A i ¥x §a ¦n§l Kn̈ ©w `g̈i¦p ,`n̈§lr̈ oŸeA ¦x" :Di¥l dẍ §n ῭  ."a" z ῭  z©l`r̈
,`n̈§lr̈ i ¥x §a ¦̀  KÄ ,i` ©C©e" :`Ed Ki ¦x §A `ẄcEw Dl̈ x ©n£̀ ."`Ÿ ©z §e ῭li¥r§l K̈l o`k̈ §xä §n

"`" z ῭  `n̈i§i ©w ."`n̈§lr̈ i ¥x §a ¦n§l `z̈Exi ¥W ` ¥d §Y Y ©̀ §e;`ẄcEw Dl̈ x ©n£̀ .z©l`r̈ ῭l 
dẍ §n ῭  "?oeëz ῭  lM̈ x ῭ §W ¦M i`n̈ ©w z©l`r̈ §Y§p ©̀  zi¥l dn̈l̈ ,s¤l ῭  ,s¤l ῭ " :`Ed Ki ¦x §A
dn̈ - `Ÿ§l ©rŸez ῭l §A Kn̈ ©w o ¦n Ew §tp̈ oeë §z ῭  lM̈ `p̈i ¥n£g ©c oi ¦b §A ,`n̈§lr̈ oŸeA ¦x" :Di¥l
zŸe`ï ῭l §e ,`c̈ `ä §x §a ©x `f̈ §A §f ©a§p zi ¥A z ῭ §l `Ÿ §ai ¥d§i `d̈ §C ,Ez §e ?on̈ ©Y ci ¥a£r ©̀  `p̈£̀

Dl̈ x ©n£̀ ."`ẍ¢g ῭ §l a ©di ¥n§lE iŸec §a ©r§l a ©di ¦C `f̈ §A §f ©a§p `ẍä£r ©̀ §l d ῭ N̈ ¦r `M̈§l ©n§l
` ¥d §Y Y ©̀  ,`n̈§lr̈ i ¥x §a ¦̀  D ©A zi¥A z ῭ §c aB̈ l ©r s ©̀  ,s¤l ῭  ,s¤l ῭ " :`Ed Ki ¦x §A `Ẅ §cEw

".KÄ ῭N ¤̀  `c̈Eg¦i i ¦A zi¥l .oeë §z ῭  lk̈§l Wi ¥x
(Translation: This is the conclusion of a story whose beginning you have already seen. After all
but two letters, in reverse order, presented themselves, the letter Bet a entered. She said to Him:
“Ruler of the world, may it appear appropriate before You to create the world through me,
because through me they bless You [the word root jxa, “bless”, begins with a] on high and
below.”  The Blessed Holiness said to her: “Indeed, through you I will create the world, and you
will be the beginning of the creation of the world.” The letter Aleph ` remained; she did not
enter. The Blessed Holiness said to her: “Aleph, Aleph, why have you not entered before Me like
all the rest of the letters?” She said to Him: “Ruler of the world, because I saw all the letters
leaving from before You without any gains — what would I accomplish there? And too, You
have given the letter Bet this great present, and it is not fitting for the High King to take away a
present which He has given to a servant of His and give it to another.” The Blessed Holiness said
to her: “Aleph, Aleph, even though it is through the letter Bet that the world will be created, you
will be first of all the letters. I have no oneness except through you.”)
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ANSWERS TO EXERCISES

Answers to exercise on page 16: incorrectly written words are underlined, with correct forms
following in parentheses

 `aq `pepnd axxm` oeez` ogky` (xn`) `jetdaxzale `zincwa zia (`ketda) 
 zia xzale `zincwa sl` xzale `xa ziy`xa epiidetl` (sl`) eoiide(epiide) 

 nidl"``nlr carnl d"aw `ra ck `l` z` (mid"l`)  lj eed oeez` (lk) pinizq (oinizq) 

  oixzeoisl`(oitl`)  pipy `xa `lc cr (oipy) `mlr ded (`nlr) ljzqnryrzy`e d"aw (lkzqn) 

 `ra ck eda lk ez` `nlr ixanl peez`. .ediiyix` `teqn dinw (oeez`) 
.  jk zp`e li`ed ixanl i`ck zp` zilka `nlr (ja) cim (cin) zwsoz` zl`r (zwtp)  

dxn` dinw 'y  dinwpeax iac `nlr ia ixanl jnw `gip oinlr (oeax) 
 ixwz`knyzl`r . . . (jny)   `nlr oeax dinw dxn` icv z``gio (`gip) knw (jnw) 

 ia ixanl`mlria `p`c (`nl`)  pinizg z`ixwz`c zp`e miwicv (oinizg) wicuia (wicv)  
niyx(miyx) 
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Answers to exercise on pages 19-20

 lrinl 'z z` z`ixy`gip oinlr oeax dxn` `yixa  ia ixanl jnw`nlr
`p`c zn` jlic `wptyebc `nzeg zn` z`ixwz` z`e

Letter Name of Letter Number of
occurrences

` Aleph 15

a Bet 4

b Gimel  1

c Dalet  3

d Hé  1

e Vav 4

f Zayin  0

g Het  2

h Tet 0 

i Yud 9 

 k
j

Kaph
[including 

final Khaph]

 2

l Lamed  6

 n
m

Mem
[including final

Mem]

 9

p
o

Nun
[including 
final Nun]

5 

q Samekh  0
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Letter Name of Letter Number of
occurrences

r Ayin  3

t
s 

Pé
[including 
final Phé]

 1

v
u

Tsadi
[including 

final Tsadi]

0

w Quf  3

x Resh  6

y Shin  3

z Tav  9
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Answers to exercise on pages 26-27

“H” in “ha” d HÉ

“T” in “too” h TET or z TAV

“Z” in “zoo” f ZAYIN

“G” in “good” b GIMEL

“D” in “good” c DALET

“Ts” in “tsunami” v TSADI

“Ts” in “bats” v TSADI

“L” in “love” l LAMED

“V” in “love” a VET or e VAV [or ee double Vav]

The “-” in “anti-inflammatory” ` ALEPh or r AYIN 

“CH” in “Loch Ness” g HET or k KhAPh

“R” in “Robbie Burns” x RESh

“M” in “mood” n MEM

“M” in “doom” m final MEM

“Sh” in “shine” y ShIN

“B” in “bun” a BET

“P” in “pun” t PÉ

“N” in “pun”  o final NUN

“F” in “fun” t FÉ

“FF” in “puff”  s final FÉ

“C” in “cook”  k KAPh or w QUF

“C” in “Caesar”  q SAMEKh or y SIN

“S” in “Caesar”  f ZAYIN

“MB” in “lamb”  m final MEM

“GN” in “gnaw”  p NUN
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Answers to exercise on page 28

TA  h 9 or   z 22

TU h 9 or   z 22

O  ` 1 or r 16

E  ` 1 or r 16

QO w 19

BO a 2

ShA y 21

DE c 4

SA q 15 (y 21 is needed to answer ShA)

HI  g 8

RU  x 20

MO  n 13

GE b 3

HU d 5

LI l 12

YI i 10

ZA f 7

KO k 11

VA ee 6 (a 2 is needed to answer BO)

PE t 17

NI p 14

TsI v 18

` 1
a 2
b 3
c 4
d 5
ee 6
f 7
g 8
h 9
i 10
k 11
l 12
n 13
p 14

q 15
r 16
t 17
v 18
w 19
x 20
y 21
z 22
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Answers to exercise on page 29

Goo 
To 
You i 10
Coo k 11 or w 19
Ah! ` 1 or r 16
No p 14
Pa t 17
Zee [American letter] f 7
Mow n 13
Bah! a 2
Key k 11 or w 19
Row x 20
Who  d 5
Do c 4
Tea h 9 or z 22
Shoe y 21
Oh  ` 1 or r 16
Low l 12

` 1
a 2
b 3
c 4
d 5
ee 6
f 7
g 8
h 9
i 10
k 11
l 12
n 13
p 14

q 15
r 16
t 17
v 18
w 19
x 20
y 21
z 22
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Answer to exercise on page 31

This is the beginning of the poem and song “Suzanne” by Leonard Cohen:

Sznn tks y dwn t hr plc nr th rvr
Y cn hr th bts g b
Y cn spnd th nght bsd hr
nd y knw tht sh's hlf crz
Bt tht's wh y wnt t b thr
nd sh fds y t nd rngs
Tht cm ll th w frm Chn
nd jst whn y mn t tll hr
Tht y hv n lv t gv hr
Thn sh gts y n hr wvlngth
nd sh lts th rvr nswr
Tht y'v lwys bn hr lvr
nd y wnt t trvl wth hr
nd y wnt t trvl blnd
nd y kn tht sh wll trst y
Fr y'v tchd hr prfct bd wth yr mnd

Suzanne takes you down to her place near the river
You can hear the boats go by
You can spend the night beside her
And you know that she’s half crazy
But that’s why you want to be there
And she feeds you tea and oranges
That come all the way from China
And just when you mean to tell her
That you have no love to give her
Then she gets you on her wavelength
And she lets the river answer
That you’ve always been her lover
And you want to travel with her
And you want to travel blind
And you know that she will trust you
For you’ve touched her perfect body with your mind
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Answer to exercise on page 32:

xn`(said) 
AMAR, IMOT, RAMA

oeez`     (letters of the alphabet) 
AHNON, ATVAN, OTNAV  

ck  (when) 
BED, KAD, DOKh

 xzal(afterwards)
LOBITAD, L’VATAR, R’TOBAL

ax  (rabbi) 
DIR, RAV, TOB
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Answers to exercise on page 34

ARITO, IRITU, ORAYTA `ziixe`
AHA, IHI, OHO idi`

(she)

ALU, ELA, ILO `l`
(but)

ANA, INI, ONO `p`
(I)

ATO, ITA, OTI ez`
(came)

DOV, HAVU, VA eed
(were)

ABA, OVI, UVI iae
(and through me)

LA, LI, LU dl
(to her)

SATAMUN, S’TIMIN, S’TUMIN oinizq
hidden (things)

RIBAN, RIBIN, RIBON oeax
Ruler
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Answer to exercise on page 36

sub

  aWAŸyaŸy AW 

shaken

 oMŸy  okWoMWokŸy 

fob

  aRAtAR  at  

posh

  Wt  ŸyRWRŸyR  

sieve

 AW AŸy  aWaŸy
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Answers to exercise on page 37

coat Ÿe 
cave e [no dot] 

room E
roam Ÿe

stood  E
save   e [no dot] 

know  Ÿe
knave  e [no dot] 

knew   E
hood   E
have  e [no dot] 

toad  Ÿe
stone  Ÿe
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Answer to exercise on page 38

BA BE BI BO BU B’

Ä ¥A ¦A ¢A ªA §A
©A ¤A ŸA EA

©A ¡A ŸeA
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Answers to exercise on pages 38-39:

§A 
B’
©b
GA
¦c

DI
Ÿed
HO
EE
VU
¤f
ZE
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Answer to exercise on page 41: joke in thick Aramaic accent

xŸeh§w ¤x §h ii©n oŸr h¤b o©w ii©̀ " :x¤n §x©t w¦i ¥n §x¤̀ o©̀  Eh f¥q x¤n §x©t o¤q§w¤z ©̀
"!m §x©t ii©n oŸer l¦z§Ÿy mii©̀  c§p©̀  - i ¥c l©̀  aii ©x §c c§p©̀  h§q¤t§w ¥x§A xŸti¦A

  "!Eh ,h©c wii©l xŸh§w ¤x §h ©̀  c©d ii©̀ " ,x¤n §x©t w¦i ¥n §x¤̀ `©c f¥q ,"d¤i"

A TEKSEN FARMER SEZ TU AN ER’MEYIK FARMER: “AY QAN GET ON MAY
TREQTOR BIYFOR BREQFEST AND DRAYV AL DEY -- AND AYM STIL ON MAY
FARM!” “YE”, SEZ DA ER’MEYIK FARMER, “AY HAD A TREQTOR LAYQ DAT, TU!”
A Texan farmer says to an Aramaic farmer: “I can get on my
tractor before breakfast and drive all day -- and I’m still on my
farm!” “Yeah”, says the Aramaic farmer, “I had a tractor like that, too!”

(Notice that the last word is actual Aramaic -- Ez has the same pronunciation and meaning as
English “too”.)
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Answer to exercise on page 41 -- folktale in thick Aramaic accent

f ¦̀  m §x©t ` ©c !Ÿep" "!oii©n f ¦̀  m §x©t ` ©c" .b§p ¦zii©t x©̀  m §x©t ©̀  oŸr ee¦l Ed o¤n Eh
 f§p¡q¦l i¦d ".m §x©t ` ©c Eh o¡q¦l Ÿy§h¤l" ,f¥q c§p ©̀  m ¤c f §x¦d oi ¦C ªx§q©p "!oii©n

"'.oii©n x©̀  Eh Ei' :f¥q m §x©t ` ©c !`©d©̀ " :f¥q i¦d o ¤c ,f§p¡q¦l c§p ©̀

TU MEN HU LIV ON A FARM AR FAYTING. “DA FARM  IZ MAYN!” “NO! DA FARM IZ
MAYN!” NASRUDIYN HIRZ DEM AND SEZ, “LETS LISEN TU DA FARM.” HI LISENZ
AND LISENZ, DEN HI SEZ: “AHA! DA FARM SEZ: ‘YU TU AR MAYN.’”
Two men who live on a farm are fighting. “The farm is mine!” “No! The 
farm is mine!” Nasruddin hears them and says, “Let’s listen to the
farm.” He listens and listens, then he says: “Aha! The farm says: ‘You two are mine.’”
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Answer to exercise on page 40

Do not worry if your transliteration looks a little different from this one, but do check if you
were getting at the same pronunciation. Note: It is usually legitimate to either transliterate 
§̀  [shwa] as ’ or to leave it untransliterated indicating silence. For example, both QUDShA and

QUD’ShA are appropriate transliterations of `Ẅ §cEw.— Did you remember that lk̈ is
pronounced with an O sound, KhOL, as noted on page 38?

English translation Zohar text Pronunciation

When the Blessed Holiness
wanted to make the world ...
all the letters came before
Him, from the last to the
first. The letter Tav z
began, coming first. She
said: Ruler of the world,
may it be appropriate before
You to create the world
through me, for I am the
seal of Your signet ring:

¤n ¤̀z  (Truth), and You are
called Truth. It is fitting for
the King of Truth to begin
with the letter of truth, and
to create the world through
me.

Ki ¦x §A `Ẅ §cEw `r̈Ä c ©M
...`n̈§lr̈ c ©A §r ¤n§l `Ed
Di ¥n ©w oeë §z ©̀  lk̈ Ÿez£̀

.Ÿedi§i ©Wi ¥x£̀ `ẗŸeq ¦n
l ©ri ¥n§l eez̈ z ῭  z ©̀ i ¥xẄ

oŸeA ¦x :dẍ §n ῭  .`Ẅi ¥x §A
i ¥x §a ¦n§l Kn̈ ©w `g̈i¦p ,oi ¦n§lr̈

`n̈ §zŸeg `p̈£̀ ©c `n̈§lr̈ i ¦A
,z ¤n¡̀ ,K̈li ¦c `ẅ §p ©R §WEb §c

.z ¤n¡̀ z ©̀ i ¦x §w §z ¦̀  Y ©̀ §e
z ¤n¡̀ `M̈§l ©n§l zŸe`ï
z ¤n¡̀ z ῭ §a i ¥x §W ¦n§l
.`n̈§lr̈ i ¦A i ¥x §a ¦n§lE

KAD BA-A QUDShA BRIKh
HU L’ME-’BAD ALMA...
ATO KhOL ATVAN
KAMEYH [this H is silent]

MISOFA AREYShAYHO.
ShAREY-AT AT TAV
L’MEY-AL
B’REYShA. AMRA: RIBON
ALMIN, NIHA KAMAKh
L’MIVREY
BI ALMA DA-ANA HOTMA
D’GUShPANQA DILAKh,
EMET,
V’-AT ITQ’RIY-AT EMET. 
YA-OT L’MALKA EMET
L’MIShREY V’-AT EMET
UL’MIVREY BI ALMA.
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